"21" : the story of Roberto Clemente : a graphic novel / by Wilfred Santiago.
1861 : the Civil War awakening / Adam Goodheart.
22 Britannia Road / Amanda Hodgkinson.
30 lessons for living : tried and true advice from the wisest Americans / Karl Pillemer.
ACSM's exercise is medicine : a clinician's guide to exercise prescription / edited by Steven Jonas,
Edward M. Phillips.
ACSM's health-related physical fitness assessment manual.
Acute management of hand injuries / Andrew J. Weiland, Rachel S. Rohde.
Addiction for nurses / G. Hussein Rassool.
Adolescence & other temporary mental disorders [videorecording] / featuring Dr. Patrick C. Friman ;
producers, Barbara Lonnbor, Eli Hermandez.
Alfred Stieglitz : a legacy of light / Katherine Hoffman.
Alienation and the carnivalization of society / edited by Jerome Braun and Lauren Langman.
Allergic girl : adventures in living well with food allergies / Sloane Miller.
Almost president : the men who lost the race but changed the nation / Scott Farris.
Alone together : why we expect more from technology and less from each other / Sherry Turkle.
Alzheimer's prevention program : keep your brain healthy for the rest of your life / Gary Small & Gigi
Vorgan.
American catfight : political wisdom for women & other thoughts towards feminine statecraft in the 21st
century / Maryann Breschard.
American heiress : a novel / Daisy Goodwin.
Analyzing & interpreting ethnographic data / by Margaret D. LeCompte and Jean J. Schensul.
Anatomy of addiction : Sigmund Freud, William Halsted and the miracle drug, cocaine / Howard Markel.
Applied theories in occupational therapy : a practical approach / Marilyn B. Cole, Roseanna Tufano.
Arctic marauder / written and illustrated by Jacques Tardi ; [edited and translated by Kim Thompson].
Art of black and white photography : techniques for creating superb images in a digital workflow /
Torsten Andreas Hoffmann.
Art of photographic lighting / Eib Eibelshaeuser.
Art of photography : an approach to personal expression / Bruce Barnbaum.
Art of roughhousing : good old-fashioned horseplay and why every kid needs it / by Anthony T.
DeBenedet and Lawrence J. Cohen ; illustrations by Carl Wiens.
Art without an author : Vasari's Lives and Michelangelo's death / Marco Ruffini.
Attitudes and persuasion : classic and contemporary approaches / Richard E. Petty, John T. Cacioppo.
Aztecs / Michael E. Smith.
Bayley scales of infant and toddler development [kit] / Nancy Bayley.
Bear, diamonds and crane / Claire Kageyama-Ramakrishnan.
Beauty pays : why attractive people are more successful / Daniel S. Hamermesh.
Beauty queens / Libba Bray.
Becoming Dickens : the invention of a novelist / Robert Douglas-Fairhurst.
Before Seattle rocked : a city and its music / Kurt E. Armbruster.
Before Versailles : a novel of Louis XIV / Karleen Koen.
Behavioral mechanisms and psychopathology : advancing the explanation of its nature, cause, and
treatment / edited by Kurt Salzinger and Mark R. Serper.
Bent Road / Lori Roy.
Best practice occupational therapy for children and families in community settings / Winnie Dunn.
Best staged plans / Claire Cook.

Better angels of our nature : why violence has declined / Steven Pinker.
Beyond significance testing: reforming data analysis methods in behavioral research / Rex B. Kline.
Big Empty : the Great Plains in the twentieth century / R. Douglas Hurt.

Binocular vision : new & selected stories / Edith Pearlman.
Biological basis of mental health nursing / William Blows.
Black hawk / Joanna Bourne.
Black political activism and the Cuban republic / Melina Pappademos.
Blackhorse riders : a desperate last stand, an extraordinary rescue mission, and the Vietnam battle
America forgot / Philip Keith.
Blanchot and literary criticism / Mark Hewson.
Blue asylum : a novel / Kathy Hepinstall.
Body image, eating disorders, and obesity in youth : assessment, prevention, and treatment / edited by
Linda Smolak and J. Kevin Thompson.
Book of Jonas / Stephen Dau.
Book of universes : exploring the limits of the cosmos / John D. Barrow.
Bootleg : murder, moonshine, and the lawless years of prohibition / Karen Blumenthal.
BOT2 [kit] / : Bruininks-Oseretsky test of motor proficiency / Robert H. Bruininks, Brett D. Bruininks.
Boy who couldn't die / by William Sleator.
Breaking addiction : a 7-step handbook for ending any addiction / Lance Dodes.
Broken word : an epic poem of the British Empire in Kenya, and the Mau Mau uprising against it / Adam
Foulds.
Browning, Victorian poetics and the romantic legacy : challenging the personal voice / by Britta Martens.
Buddha in the attic / Julie Otsuka.
Buena salud guide for a healthy heart / Jane L. Delgado ; foreword by John C. Lewin.
Bureaucratic ambition : careers, motives, and the innovative administrator / Manuel P. Teodoro.
Burn down the ground : a memoir / Kambri Crews.
Cabin : two brothers, a dream, and five acres in Maine / Lou Ureneck.
Call me irresistible / Susan Elizabeth Phillips.
Calligraphy in 24 hours / Veiko Kespersaks.
Capitalizing on nature : ecosystems as natural assets / Edward B. Barbier.
Captain asks for a show of hands : poems / Nick Flynn.
Carry the one / Carol Anshaw.
Catch me / Lisa Gardner.
Celebrity in death / J.D. Robb.
Ceramics bible : the complete guide to materials and techniques / by Louisa Taylor.
Chameleon couch : poems / Yusef Komunyakaa.
Charles Dickens in context / edited by Sally Ledger and Holly Furneaux.
Chime / Franny Billingsley.
China's wings : war, intrigue, romance, and adventure in the Middle Kingdom during the Golden Age of
Flight / Gregory Crouch.
Chronic depression : interpersonal sources, therapeutic solutions / Jeremy W. Pettit, Thomas E. Joiner.
Citizenship, borders, and human needs / edited by Rogers M. Smith.
Claire DeWitt and the city of the dead / Sara Gran.
Climate change and future justice : precaution, compensation, and triage / Catriona McKinnon.

Climate change and the crisis of capitalism : a chance to reclaim self, society and nature / edited by Mark
Pelling, David Manuel-Navarrete and Michael Redclift.
Clinical applications of human anatomy : a laboratory guide / Michael F. Nolan.
Clinical Companion for Pediatric Nursing / Bonita E. Broyles.
Clinical diagnosis / edited by Phil Jevon.
Clinical dilemmas in psychotherapy : a transtheoretical approach to psychotherapy integration / Douglas
J. Scaturo.
Codependent no more workbook / Melody Beattie.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy for refractory cases : turning failure into success / edited by Dean McKay,
Jonathan S. Abramowitz, and Steven Taylor.
Color me English : migration and belonging before and after 9/11 / Caryl Phillips.
Coming apart : the state of white America, 1960-2010 / Charles Murray.
Communalism and globalization in South Asia and its diaspora / edited by Deana Heath and Chandana
Mathur.
Community resilience in natural disasters / Anouk Ride, Diane Bretherton.
Comprehensive nursing care in multiple sclerosis / June Halper, Nancy Joyce Holland, editors.
Conners 3rd Edition [kit] / : manual / C. Keith Conners.
Consuming Mexican labor : from the Bracero Program to NAFTA / Ronald L. Mize and Alicia C.S. Swords.
Convenient hatred : the history of antisemitism / Phyllis Goldstein ; foreword by Sir Harold Evans.
Core samples from the world / Forrest Gander ; with photographs by Raymond Meeks, Graciela Iturbide
and Lucas Foglia.
Craft activism : people, ideas, and projects from the new community of handmade and how you can join
in / Joan Tapper ; photography by Gale Zucker ; foreword by Faythe Levine.
Crafts and creative media in therapy / Carol Tubbs, Magaret Drake.
Creative society--and the price Americans paid for it / Louis Galambos.
Creek runs red [videorecording] / produced and directed by Bradley Beesley, Julianna Brannum, James
D. Payne ; written by James D. Payne ; a co-production of The Creek Runs Red, LLC and KERA-Dallas/Fort
Worth, in association with ITVS and NAPT.
Creolization as cultural creativity / edited by Robert Baron and Ana C. Cara.
Critical care nursing certification : preparation, review, and practice exams / Thomas S. Ahrens, Donna
Prentice, Ruth M. Kleinpell.
Daniel O'Thunder / Ian Weir.
Darger's resources / Michael Moon.
Darlings / Cristina Alger.
Darwin the writer / by George Levine.
Daughter of smoke & bone / Laini Taylor.
David Bellamy's complete guide to watercolour painting.
;
[introduction by Craig Thompson].
Dead end in Norvelt / Jack Gantos.
Dead wrong : and other episodes from a life in medicine / by Thomas H. McConnell.
Deal from hell : how moguls and Wall Street plundered great American newspapers / James O'Shea.
Dear Prudence : new and selected poems / David Trinidad.
Death instinct / Jed Rubenfeld.
Death of the mantis : a Detective Kubu mystery / Michael Stanley.
-

Demanding child care : women's activism and the politics of welfare, 1940-71 / Natalie M. Fousekis.
Deng Xiaoping and the transformation of China / Ezra F. Vogel.
Departure time / Truus Matti ; translation by Nancy Forest-Flier.
Derby Day / D. J. Taylor.
The Derveni papyrus :
Designing & conducting ethnographic research : an introduction / Margaret D. LeCompte and Jean J.
Schensul.
Developmental & functional hand grasps / Sandra J. Edwards, Donna J. Buckland, Jenna D. McCoyPowlen.
Devil colony : a Sigma Force novel / James Rollins.
Devotions / Bruce Smith.
Diabetes manifesto : take charge of your life / Lynn Crowe, Julie Stachowiak.
Doing feminist research in political and social science / Brooke Ackerly and Jacqui True.
Doing more with less : the new way to wealth / Bruce Piasecki.
Doing research in fashion and dress : an introduction to qualitative methods / Yuniya Kawamura.
Dragon and the pearl / Jeannie Lin.
Drawing conclusions / Donna Leon.
Drive : the surprising truth about what motivates us / Daniel H. Pink.
Dying to be me : my journey from cancer, to near death, to true healing / Anita Moorjani.
Economic choices in a warming world / Christian de Perthuis.
Economics and the challenge of global warming / Charles S. Pearson.
Economics of climate change in China : towards a low-carbon economy / edited by Fan Gang ... [et al.].
Ecstasy of influence : nonfictions, etc. / Jonathan Lethem.
Education and the crisis of public values : challenging the assault on teachers, students, & public
education / Henry A. Giroux.
Education of English language learners : research to practice / edited by Marilyn Shatz, Louise C.
Wilkinson.
Educational audiology handbook / Cheryl DeConde Johnson, Jane B. Seaton.
Elizabeth the Queen : the life of a modern monarch / Sally Bedell Smith.
-Meibauer.
Emotional life of your brain : how its unique patterns affect the way you think, feel, and live-- and how
you can change them / Richard J. Davidson with Sharon Begley.
Enchantment : the art of changing hearts, minds, and actions / Guy Kawasaki.
Encyclopedia of mathematics and society / Sarah J. Greenwald , Jill E. Thomley, [editors].
End of life : nursing solutions for death with dignity / Lynn Keegan, Carole Ann Drick.
Eruptions that shook the world / Clive Oppenheimer.
Escape artists : how Obama's team fumbled the recovery / Noam Scheiber.
Essentials of exercise physiology / Victor L. Katch, William D. McArdle, Frank I. Katch.
Ethical dilemmas in fertility counseling / Judith E. Horowitz, Joann Paley Galst, Nanette Elster.
Ethics for disaster / Naomi Zack.
Ethics in professional life : virtues for health and social care / Sarah Banks, Ann Gallagher.
Ethics in rehabilitation : a clinical perspective / Barbara L. Kornblau, Ann Burkhardt.
Ethnocultural perspectives on disasters and trauma : foundations, issues, and applications / edited by
Anthony J. Marsella ... [et al.].
Evaluation and management of common upper extremity disorders : a practical handbook / edited by

Rachel S. Rohde, Peter J. Millett.
Everything is an afterthought : the life and writings of Paul Nelson / Kevin Avery.
Evidence-based rehabilitation : a guide to practice / edited by Mary Law, Joy MacDermid.
Examination of the newborn : a practical guide / Helen Baston and Heather Durward.
Exercise Professional's Guide to Optimizing Health : Strategies for Preventing and Reducing Chronic
Disease / Jeffrey L. Roitman, Tom LaFontaine.
Expats : a novel / Chris Pavone.
Exploring more signature pedagogies : approaches to teaching disciplinary habits of mind / edited by
Nancy L. Chick, Aeron Haynie, and Regan A.R. Gurung ; foreword by Anthony A. Ciccone.
Fairy tale interrupted : a memoir of life, love, and loss / RoseMarie Terenzio.
Faith and money : how religion contributes to wealth and poverty / Lisa A. Keister.
Fallen : a novel / Karin Slaughter.
Falls in older people : prevention & management / Rein Tideiksaar.
Feathers : the evolution of a natural miracle / Thor Hanson.
Fiction ruined my family / Jeanne Darst.
Fifth witness : a novel / Michael Connelly.
Financing American higher education in the era of globalization / William Zumeta ... [et al.].
First lady of Fleet Street : the life of Rachel Beer : crusading heiress and newspaper pioneer / Eilat Negev
and Yehuda Koren.
Fitness illustrated / Brian Sharkey.
Fixing the moral deficit : a balanced way to balance the budget / Ronald J. Sider.
Flatscreen : a novel / Adam Wilson.
Florence Nightingale : the making of an icon / Mark Bostridge.
Fly like an angel : a true story of life, faith and compassion.
Folk-lore of plants / by T. F. Thiselton-Dyer.
Forbidden / Ted Dekker and Tosca Lee.
The forgotten Palestinians : a history of
Foundation for neonatal care : a multi-disciplinary guide / edited by Michael Hall, Alan Noble, and Susan
Smith ; foreword by Andrew W. Wilkinson.
Game, set, match : Billie Jean King and the revolution in women's sports / Susan Ware.
GARS-2 [kit] : Gilliam autism rating scale / James E. Gilliam.
Georgian Court University / Edwarda Barry.
Getting to happy / Terry McMillan.
Girl in the blue beret : a novel / Bobbie Ann Mason.
Girl who fell from the sky : a novel / by Heidi W. Durrow.
Girl's guide to homelessness : a memoir / Brianna Karp.
Girls in white dresses / Jennifer Close.
Global warming gridlock : creating more effective strategies for protecting the planet / David G. Victor.
Gods of Gotham / Lyndsay Faye.
Going solo : the extraordinary rise and surprising appeal of living alone / Eric Klinenberg.
Good among the great : 19 traits of the most admirable, creative, and joyous people / Donald Van de
Mark.
Good divorce : how to walk away financially sound and emotionally happy / Raoul Felder and Barbara
Victor.
Good father / Noah Hawley.
Good housekeeping drop 5 lbs : the small changes, big results diet / Heather K. Jones ; edited [and

foreword] by Rosemary Ellis.
Good strategy, bad strategy : the difference and why it matters / Richard P. Rumelt.
Grandparents : enjoying and caring for your grandchild / Miriam Stoppard.
Great discoveries in medicine / edited by William & Helen Bynum.
Great leaders grow : becoming a leader for life / Ken Blanchard and Mark Miller.
Great lives from history. Notorious lives / editor, Carl L. Bankston III.
Great northern express : a writer's journey home / Howard Frank Mosher.
Green book : the everyday guide to saving the planet one simple step at a time / Elizabeth Rogers and
Thomas M. Kostigen ; with a foreword by Cameron Diaz and William McDonough.
Green book : the everyday guide to saving the planet one simple step at a time / Elizabeth Rogers and
Thomas M. Kostigen ; with a foreword by Cameron Diaz and William McDonough.
Green's dictionary of slang / Jonathon Green.
Group dynamics in occupational therapy : the theoretical basis and practice application of group
intervention / Marilyn B. Cole.
Gustav Mahler / Jens Malte Fischer ; translated by Stewart Spencer.
Habibi / Craig Thompson.
Hagar before the occupation, Hagar after the occupation : poems / by Amal al-Jubouri ; translated by
Rebecca Gayle Howell with Husam Qaisi ; foreword by Alicia Ostriker.
Haiti : the aftershocks of history / Laurent Dubois.
Half-past dawn : a thriller / Richard Doetsch.
Handbook of climate change and India : development, politics, and governance / edited by Navroz K.
Dubash.
Handbook of drug use etiology : theory, methods, and empirical findings / edited by Lawrence M.
Scheier.
Handbook of the history of social psychology / edited by Arie W. Kruglanski and Wolfgang Stroebe.
Happiness / Joan D. Chittister.
Harlem is nowhere : a journey to the Mecca of Black America / Sharifa Rhodes-Pitts.
Haunted plantations : ghosts of slavery and legends of the cotton kingdoms / Geordie Buxton.
Havana beyond the ruins : cultural mappings after 1989 / Anke Birkenmaier and Esther Whitfield,
editors.
Health promotion strategies through the life span / [edited by] Ruth Beckmann Murray, Judith Proctor
Zentner, Richard Yakimo.
Hell is empty / Craig Johnson.
Hell phone / William Sleator.
Helping families and communities recover from disaster : lessons learned from Hurricane Katrina and its
aftermath / edited by Ryan P. Kilmer ... [et al.].
Hemingway's boat : everything he loved in life, and lost, 1934-1961 / Paul Hendrickson.
Henry Friendly, greatest judge of his era / David M. Dorsen ; foreword by Richard A. Posner.
Hidden reality : parallel universes and the deep laws of the cosmos / Brian Greene.
Hi-de-ho : the life of Cab Calloway / Alyn Shipton.
High price : the triumphs and failures of Israeli counterterrorism / Daniel Byman.
Hitchcock at the source : the auteur as adaptor / edited by R. Barton Palmer and David Boyd.
Hitler & America / Klaus P. Fischer.
Homeland directive / [created & written by Robert Venditti ; illustrated & colored by Mike Huddleston].
Hot, flat, and crowded : why we need a green revolution--and how it can renew America / Thomas L.
Friedman.

House I loved / Tatiana de Rosnay.
House of stone : a saga of home, family, and a lost Middle East / Anthony Shadid.
How caregiving affects development : psychological implications for child, adolescent, and adult
caregivers / edited by Kim Shifren.
How to break Web software : functional and security testing of Web applications and Web services /
Mike Andrews, James A. Whittaker.
Human centered nursing : the foundation of quality care / by Susan Kleiman.
Human speech. Source/filter theory [videorecording] / a Caldwell Publishing production ; written by
Robert Caldwell with assistance from Fred Minifie ; directed by Robert Calwell ; animation, Fabio
Zentano ... [et al.].
I and Thou / Martin Buber ; translated by Ronald Gregor Smith.
I wore the ocean in the shape of a girl : a memoir / Kelle Groom.
Ill fares the land / Tony Judt.
In our prime : the invention of middle age / Patricia Cohen.
In the plex : how Google thinks, works, and shapes our lives / Steven Levy.
Incognito : the secret lives of the brain / David Eagleman.
Indian multinationals : the dynamics of explosive growth in a developing country context / Amar K.J.R.
Nayak.
Influencing machine : Brooke Gladstone on the media / illustrated by Josh Neufeld ; with additional
penciling by Randy Jones and Susann Ferris-Jones.
Inside the session : what really happens in psychotherapy / Paul L. Wachtel.
Interstellar pig / William Sleator.
Is a little pollution good for you? : incorporating societal values in environmental research / Kevin C.
Elliott.
Is graduate school really for you? : the whos, whats, hows, and whys of pursuing a master's or Ph.D. /
Amanda I. Seligman.
Island of vice : Theodore Roosevelt's doomed quest to clean up sin-loving New York / Richard Zacks.
It calls you back : an odyssey through lo
Italian traditions & Puccini : compositional theory and practice in nineteenth-century opera / Nicholas
Baragwanath.
Janus stone / Elly Griffiths.
Jasper Jones : a novel / by Craig Silvey.
Jean Sibelius and his world [electronic resource] / edited by Daniel M. Grimley.
Jewish representation in British literature 1780-1840 : after Shylock / Michael Scrivener.
Joy for beginners / Erica Bauermeister.
Kandinsky and the harmony of silence : painting with white border / edited by Elsa Smithgall.
Kill shot / Vince Flynn.
Killed at the whim of a hat / Colin Cotterill.
Kinesiology for occupational therapy / Melinda F. Rybski.
Kingdom animalia : poems / by Aracelis Girmay.
Kingdom of childhood / Rebecca Coleman.
La Grange / Marie W. Watts.
Last universe / William Sleator.
Leadership : theory and practice / Peter G. Northouse.
Leadership and management in nursing / Mary Ellen Grohar-Murray, Joanne C. Langan.
Lebanese diaspora : the Arab immigrant experience in Montreal, New York, and Paris / Dalia Abdelhady.

Left for dead : a mystery / J.A. Jance.
Les Six : the French composers and their mentors, Jean Cocteau and Erik Satie / edited by Robert
Shapiro.
Let it go : forgive so you can be forgiven / T.D. Jakes.
Liberty's exiles : American loyalists in the revolutionary world / Maya Jasanoff.
Life : an exploded diagram / Mal Peet.
Life after the military : a handbook for transitioning veterans / Janelle Hill, Cheryl Lawhorne, and Don
Philpott.
Life on Mars : poems / Tracy K. Smith.
Lion of Babylon / Davis Bunn.
Lippincott's guide to infectious diseases.
Locavesting : the revolution in local investing and how to profit from it / Amy Cortese.
Lone wolf : a novel / by Jodi Picoult.
Love and capital : Karl and Jenny Marx and the birth of a revolution / Mary Gabriel.
Love you more : a novel / Lisa Gardner.
Madame Tussaud : a novel of the French revolution / Michelle Moran.
Making handmade books : 100+ bindings, structures & forms / Alisa Golden.
Making the case for leadership : profiles of chief advancement officers in higher education / Jon Derek
Croteau and Zachary A. Smith.
Man without a face : the unlikely rise of Vladimir Putin / Masha Gessen.
Many reasons to intervene : French and British approaches to humanitarian action / Karl Blanchet and
Boris Martin, editors.
Mapping social networks, spatial data & hidden populations / by Jean J. Schensul ... [et al.].
Marketing fine art photography / Alain Briot.
Mechanisms and management of pain for the physical therapist / editor, Kathleen A. Sluka.
Medical conditions affecting pregnancy and childbirth / Judy Bothamley and Maureen Boyle.
Medical illness and positive life change : can crisis lead to personal transformation? / edited by Crystal L.
Park ... [et al.].
Medical writing : a guide for clinicians, educators, and researchers / Robert B. Taylor.
Microsoft Excel 2010 inside out / Mark Dodge, Craig Stinson.
Midnight rising : John Brown and the raid that sparked the Civil War / Tony Horwitz.
Militant citizenship : rhetorical strategies of the National Woman's Party, 1913-1920 / Belinda A. Stillion
Southard.
Millennium people / J.G. Ballard.
Mirror cracked : attachment and the therapeutic relationship [videorecording] / a presented by Judith
Morgan.
color restoration by Lorraine Turner].
Modernism and popular music / Ronald Schleifer.
Monday mornings : a novel / Sanjay Gupta.
Money and power : how Goldman Sachs came to rule the world / William D. Cohan.
Monster calls : a novel / by Patrick Ness ; inspired by an idea from Siobhan Dowd ; illustrations by Jim
Kay.
Moral lives of animals / Dale Peterson.
Mr. President : how and why the founders created a chief executive / Ray Raphael.
Murder one : a novel / Robert Dugoni.

My child is sick! : expert advice for managing common illnesses and injuries / Barton D. Schmitt.
My Russian grandmother and her American vacuum cleaner : a memoir / Meir Shalev ; translated from
the Hebrew by Evan Fallenberg.
Neodomestic American fiction / Kristin J. Jacobson.
New black / Evie Shockley.
New normal : an agenda for responsible living / David Wann.
Newbery & Caldecott awards : a guide to the medal and honor books / Association for Library Service to
Children.
Nica's dream : the life and legend of the jazz baroness / David Kastin.
Nixon's darkest secrets : the inside story of America's most troubled president / Don Fulsom.
No proper lady / Isabel Cooper.
Nonmedication treatments for adult ADHD : evaluating impact on daily functioning and well-being / J.
Russell Ramsay.
Northern Cheyenne exodus in history and memory / James N. Leiker and Ramon Powers.
Norumbega park : a novel / Anthony Giardina.
Now you see me / S. J. Bolton.
Nowhere near respectable / Mary Jo Putney.
Nurse to nurse. Palliative care / Margaret L. Campbell.
Nurse's role in promoting optimal health of older adults : thriving in the wisdom years / Jean W. Lange.
Nursing care for individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities : an integrated approach /
edited by Cecily L. Betz and Wendy M. Nehring.
Nursing children and young people with ADHD / Noreen Ryan and Tim McDougall.
Nursing laboratory and diagnostic tests demystified / Jim Keogh.
Nursing the cardiac patient / edited by Melanie Humphreys.
Obscure invitations : the persistence of the author in twentieth-century American literature / Benjamin
Widiss.
Oil's endless bid : taming the unreliable price of oil to secure the economy / Daniel Dicker.
One drawing a day : a 6-week course exploring creativity with illustration and mixed media / Veronica
Lawlor.
One hundred names for love : a stroke, a marriage, and the language of healing / Diane Ackerman.
One year to an organized life with baby : from pregnancy to parenthood, the week-by-week guide to
getting ready for baby and keeping your family organized / Regina Leeds with Meagan Francis.
Onward towards our noble deaths / Shigeru Mizuki ; translation by Jocelyne Allen.
Open city : a novel / Teju Cole.
Origins of AIDS / Jacques Pepin.
Orphan master's son : a novel / Adam Johnson.
Other eighties : a secret history of America in the age of Reagan / Bradford Martin.
Otherwise known as the human condition : selected essays and reviews, 1989-2010 / Geoff Dyer.
Our bodies, ourselves / Boston Women's Health Book Collective.
Out of my league : a rookie's survival in the bigs / Dirk Hayhurst.
Pacifi(her) : what she's thinking when she's pregnant / Hogan Hilling.
Pacific glory / P.T. Deutermann.
Paris noire / Francine Thomas Howard.
Paris, my sweet : a year in the city of light (and dark chocolate) / Amy Thomas.
Pat Nixon : embattled first lady / Mary C. Brennan.
Peabody developmental motor scales [kit] / Pro-Ed ; M. Rhonda Folio, Rebecca R. Fewell.

Peace be with you : monastic wisdom for a terror-filled world / David Carlson.
Pediatric orthopaedic secrets / [edited by] Lynn T. Staheli, Kit M. Song.
People's history of poverty in America / Stephen Pimpare.
People's money : how voters would balance the budget and eliminate the federal debt / Scott
Rasmussen.
Petroleum triangle : oil, globalization, and terror / Steve A. Yetiv.
Phantom limb / William Sleator and Ann Monticone.
Photographer's mind : creative thinking for better digital photos / Michael Freeman.
Photographer's vision : understanding and appreciating great photography / Michael Freeman.
Picasso and Braque : the Cubist experiment, 1910-1912 / Eik Kahng ... [et al.].
Pilates anatomy / Rael Isacowitz, Karen Clippinger.
Pinocchio / Winshluss ; colored by Cizo, assisted by Frederic Boniaud, Thomas Bernard, Frederic Felder.
Pioneer woman cooks : food from my frontier / Ree Drummond.
Piper's son / Melina Marchetta.
Place called home / Jo Goodman.
Political economy of hazards and disasters / edited by Eric C. Jones and Arthur D. Murphy.
Political worlds of women : activism, advocacy, and governance in the twenty-first century / Mary
Hawkesworth.
Politics of necessity : community organizing and democracy in South Africa / Elke Zuern.
Polymer clay 101 : a workshop in a book / [Angela Mabray and Kim Otterbein].
Pompeii : city on fire / T. L. Higley.
Post-disaster reconstruction : lessons from Aceh / edited by Matthew Clarke, Ismet Fanany and Sue
Kenny.
Postmodern climate change / Leigh Glover.
Postwar : a history of Europe since 1945 / Tony Judt.
Power listening : mastering the most critical business skill of all / Bernard T. Ferrari.
Power, Inc. : the epic rivalry between big business and government--and the reckoning that lies ahead /
David Rothkopf.
Practical social skills for autism spectrum disorders : designing child-specific interventions / Kathleen
Koenig ; foreword by Fred R. Volkmar.
Preparing literature reviews : qualitative and quantitative approaches / M. Ling Pan.
Prescriptive stretching / Kristian Berg.
Primary care for sports and fitness : a lifespan approach / Brian J. Toy, Phyllis F. Healy.
Prints and the pursuit of knowledge in early modern Europe / edited by Susan Dackerman ; with essays
by Susan Dackerman ... [et al.].
Private games : [a novel] / by James Patterson and Mark Sullivan.
Promise me this / Cathy Gohlke.
Prosthetics and patient management : a comprehensive clinical approach / [edited by] Kevin Carroll,
Joan E. Edelstein.
Pulphead : essays / John Jeremiah Sullivan.
Queen : a Patrick Bowers thriller / Steven James.
Quiet : the power of introverts in a world that can't stop talking / Susan Cain.
Race and the genetic revolution : science, myth, and culture / edited by Sheldon Krimsky and Kathleen
Sloan ; with a foreword by Evelynn M. Hammonds.
Ragged edge of the world : encounters at the frontier where modernity, wildlands, and indigenous

peoples meet / Eugene Linden.
Rainwater / Sandra Brown.
Reading communities from salons to cyberspace / edited by DeNel Rehberg Sedo.
Reading researchers in search of common ground : the expert study revisited / edited by Rona F. Flippo.
Real mad men : the renegades of Madison Avenue and the golden age of advertising / Andrew Cracknell
; foreword by Sir John Hegarty ; [introduction by Fred Danzig].
Refugee and immigrant health : a handbook for health professionals / Charles Kemp and Lance A.
Rasbridge.
Reproductive trauma : psychotherapy with infertility and pregnancy loss clients / Janet Jaffe and Martha
O. Diamond.
Researcher roles & research partnerships / by Margaret D. LeCompte ... [et al.].
Rethinking aging : growing old and living well in an overtreated society / Nortin M. Hadler.
Rethinking digital photography : making & using traditional & contemporary photo tools / John Neel.
Rights at risk : the limits of liberty in modern America / David K. Shipler.
Rivermead behavioural memory test [kit] / Barbara A. Wilson ... [et al].
Rosie the Riveter in Long Beach / Gerrie Schipske.
Rule of Saint Benedict / edited and translated by Bruce L. Venarde.
Salvage secrets : transforming reclaimed materials into design concepts / Joanne Palmisano ;
photographs by Susan Teare.
San Francisco State University / Meredith Eliassen.
Science of the art of psychotherapy / Allan N. Schore.
Searching for Utopia : universities and their histories / Hanna Holborn Gray.
Secret mistress / Mary Balogh.
Secret obsession / Kimberla Lawson Roby.
Shadow in Serenity / Terri Blackstock.
Shame and addiction [videorecording] / FMS Productions.
Shame in the therapy hour / edited by Ronda L. Dearing and June Price Tangney.
Shock wave / John Sandford.
Siblings : brothers and sisters in American history / C. Dallett Hemphill.
Silver sparrow : a novel / by Tayari Jones.
Sisterhood of the Rose : the recollections of Celeste Levesque / Jim Marrs.
Sky burial / Dana Levin.
Sleepwalker / Karen Robards.
Social class and changing families in an unequal America / edited by Marcia J. Carlson and Paula England.
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